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Abstract� It is well�known that �rst order uni�cation is decidable�
whereas second order �and higher�order� uni�cation is undecidable�
Bounded second order uni�cation �BSOU� is second order uni�cation
under the restriction that only a bounded number of holes in the instan�
tiating terms for second order variables is permitted� however� the size
of the instantiation is not restricted� In this paper� a decision algorithm
for bounded second order uni�cation is described�
This is the �rst non�trivial decidability result for second order uni�cation�
where the ��nite� signature is not restricted and there are no restrictions
on the occurrences of variables�
We show that the monadic second order uni�cation �MSOU�� a special�
ization of BSOU is in �

p

�
� Since MSOU is related to word uni�cation�

this is compares favourably to the best known upper bound NEXPTIME
�and also to the announced upper bound PSPACE� for word uni�cation�
This supports the claim that bounded second order uni�cation is easier
than context uni�cation� whose decidability is currently an open ques�
tion�

Keywords� uni�cation� second order uni�cation� context uni�cation� auto�
mated deduction� rewriting� logics in arti�cial intelligence�

� Introduction

Uni�cation is solving equations� In Automated Deduction systems based on �rst
order predicate logic� in particular in Logic Programming� ��rst order� uni�ca�
tion is a central operation� It is the question whether two terms formed from
function symbols and variables can be made equal by instantiating the variables
by terms� It is well�known that �rst order uni�cation is decidable in linear time
�see the overview article �BS�	
��
Second Order Uni�cation �SOU� generalizes �rst order uni�cation by ex�

tending terms with second order variables that may be instantiated with partial
terms� Second order uni�cation is a specialization of higher�order uni�cation
�Hue���SG��Wol��
�



Goldfarb �Gol�
 has shown that second order uni�cation is undecidable� This
result was sharpened in �Far��
 for a restricted signature and in �Lev��LV�

for severe restrictions on occurrences of second order variables�

Monadic second order uni�cation �MSOU� �see �Far
� is second order uni��
cation where the signature has only monadic function symbols� i�e�� there are no
function symbols of arity � or more� Its decidability follows from decidability of
string uni�cation �Mak��
� Recently obtained upper bounds for the complexity of
word uni�cation are EXPSPACE ��Gut�
�� which was improved to NEXPTIME
�Pla��a
 and recently to even PSPACE �Pla��b
�

Another kind of restriction which has recently attracted some interest is to
permit as instantiations for the second order variables only terms where the
number of bound variables is in a prescribed set� If the number is exactly one�
then this is called context uni�cation� It is currently an open question� whether
�general� context uni�cation is decidable�

If context uni�cation is restricted� then there are some results on decidability�
If the number of context variables is at most two �SSS�a�SSS�b�SSS��
� If the
nesting of second order variables has a certain form �SS�	�SS�
� or if every
variable and every context variable occurs at most twice �Lev��
�

In this paper we consider the problem of bounded second order uni�cation
�BSOU� where the number of holes in the instantiation of second order variables
is bounded� but zero is also permitted� and also the specialization of monadic
second order uni�cation �MSOU�� The new results in this paper are� bounded
second order uni�cation is decidable� as a lower complexity bound� it is shown
that BSOU and MSOU are NP�hard� For MSOU we show that it is in �p

�

The result on decidability shows that a slight restriction makes second or�
der uni�cation decidable� which has a potential usage in implementations� A
semi�decision procedure can easily be built upon such a decision algorithm by
increasing the bound on the number of holes�

The relation to the open problem of decidability of context uni�cation is
as follows� Decidability of context uni�cation would imply decidability of the
bounded second order uni�cation problem� Nevertheless� the algorithm given in
this paper is of interest� since it is independent of �Mak��
� whereas a �hypo�
thetical� decision algorithm for context uni�cation must also solve the string
uni�cation problem�

The decision algorithm for bounded SOU cannot be turned into a decision
algorithm for context uni�cation� since a �nal �pre�solved� uni�cation problem
wrt bounded uni�cation may be unsolvable wrt context uni�cation� and moreover
it is completely unclear how to decide whether a �nal problem is uni�able wrt
context uni�cation�

Thus� second order uni�cation with a restriction on the number of holes splits
into two apparently di�erent problems� One is bounded second order uni�cation�
the other is context uni�cation� The main di�erence is whether zero holes are
permitted or not�

The paper is structured as follows� After explaining the notation in section
� in section � bounded second order uni�cation is shown to be equivalent to Z�

�



context uni�cation� The decidability of Z�context uni�cation is shown in sections
	��� �� Section � contains a proof that bounded and monadic second order ui��
cation is NP�hard� Section  contains the argumentation that monadic secodn
order uni�cation is low in the polynomial hierarchy� it is in �p

� � The appendix
contains proofs of the key lemmas of section ��

� Preliminaries

Let � be a �nite signature containing function symbols and at least one constant�
Let V� be the �in�nite� set of �rst order variables� let V��i be the �in�nite� set
of second order variables of arity i� and let V� ��

S
V��i� First order variables

are denoted by letters x� y� z� second order variables by letters X�Y� Z� and if we
mean �rst or second order� then we use X �Y�Z� The arity of a symbolX or f is
denoted as ar�X� or ar�f�� respectively� A term in T ���V��V�� is either a �rst
order variable� or X�t�� � � � � tn�� or f�t�� � � � � tn�� where ti are terms and ar�X� �
n or �ar�f� � n�� X �or f� is called the head of X�t�� � � � � tn�� �or f�t�� � � � � tn���
respectively� In the following we will use an �untyped� lambda�notation for term
functions� where the bound variable is always a �rst order variable� and the body
is a term� A ground substitution is a function that replaces �rst order variables
by ground terms� and second order variables by term functions of the form
�x�� � � � � xm�t� where xi are the only variables that occur in t� The application of
a ground substitution to a term can be simpli�ed into a unique ground term� A
context is a lambda expression �x�t� where x occurs exactly once in t� i�e�� a term
with exactly one hole� If there are no other variables in t� then this is a ground
context� The path from the root of a context C to the hole is called main path
and its length is called main depth of C� denoted as jCj� For two contexts C�D�
we mean by the concatenation C �D the term function �x�C�D�x��� Usually we
omit the � and write CD for C �D and CD�s� for the expression �C �D��s�� If
k is a natural number and C is a context� Ck means the k�fold application� i�e��
C� �� C�Ci�� �� CCi� D is a pre�x of a context C� i� there is some context C�

such that C � DC��
We use the notations Id for the instantiation �x�x� and K s for an instantia�

tion �x�s� where s does not contain x �K is the constant combinator �x � �y � x��
We usually assume that an instantiation Id or K s for a second order variable in
a term is immediately simpli�ed� Id�t� is replaced by t� and �K s��t� by s� In or�
der to simplify index notation for certain cyclic equations� we shall use j mod� n�
and mean the number that is in the interval ��� n
�

De�nition ���� A second order uni�cation problem �SOUP� is a set of �sym�
metric� equations fs�

�
� t�� � � � � sn

�
� tng where si� ti are terms� A substitution

� such that for all i ��si�� ��ti� are equal ground terms is called a uni�er of
fs�

�
� t�� � � � � sn

�
� tng�

In the following we consider restricted second order problems� where an upper
bound on the number of occurrences of the lambda�bound variable in instantia�
tions of the second order variables is given�

�



De�nition ���� let S be a SOUP� Let there be a function b � V� � IN� Then the
pair �S� b� is called a bounded SOUP �BSOUP�� A substitution � is a uni�er of
a BSOUP �S� b�� i� � is a uni�er of S and for every variable X where ��X� �
�y�� � � � � yk�tX � the number of all occurrences of yi in tX is not greater than b�X��

De�nition ���� Let �S� b� be a BSOUP� A second order variable X is called a
Z�context� i� it has arity � and b�X� � �� If all second order variables in �S� b�
are Z�contexts� then �S� b� is called a Z�context uni�cation problem �ZCUP�� In
this case we usually write only S instead of �S� b��

� Bounded second order uni�cation

In this section we argue that decidability of Z�context�uni�cation is equivalent
to decidability of bounded second order uni�cation�

De�nition ���� The following rule is used to non�deterministically translate a
BSOUP �S� b� into �S�� b���

Select a second order variable X that is not a Z�context� Select one of the
following possibilities�

�� This selection is applicable only if b�X� � �� De�ne b��X� �� b�X� � � and
b��Y � �� b�Y � for second order variables Y �� X�

	� This selection is applicable only if b�X� � � and ar�X� � �� Let X� be a new
second order variable with ar�X�� � ar�X� � �� Replace every occurrence
of X�t�� � � � � ti� � � � � tn� by X��t�� � � � � ti��� ti��� � � � � tn�� and de�ne b��X�� �
b�X�� and b��Y � � b�Y � for Y �� X ��


� This selection is applicable only if b�X� � �� We guess the topmost branching
node of an instantiation for X� The guess is of the form X��f�r�� � � � � rn���
where at least two ri contain holes of the instantiation of X�
More formally� Select a symbol f in the signature� of arity n � �� Let I�� I�
be a partition of f�� � � � � ng with jI�j � �� Let zi� i � I� be new �rst order
variables� and Xi� i � f�g � I� be new second order variables� The following
conditions should hold� ar�X�� � �� ar�Xi� � ar�X�� Select a function b�

such that� b��X�� � �� b�X� �
P
i�I�

b��Xi�� and b��Xj� �� � for all j � I��

b��Y � � b�Y � for Y �� fXg � fXi j i � I�g� Generate S� from S by replacing
the subterms X�s�� � � � � sm� by X��f�r�� � � � � rn��� where ri � zi for i � I�
and ri � Xi�s�� � � � � sm� for i � I��

Proposition ���� b�bounded second order uni�cation is decidable i� Z�context
uni�cation is decidable�

Proof� Soundness and completeness can be seen by standard methods� Termi�
nation is shown using the multiset f�b�X�� ar�X�� j X occurs in Sg� where the
pairs are ordered lexicographically� and the multiset is ordered by the induced
multiset ordering� �

	



� Decidability of Z�context Uni�cation� Survey

In this section we start with a survey of the decision procedure for BSOU�
Sections �� and � are devoted to describing its parts�

Theorem ���� Solvability of ZCUPs is decidable�

Corollary ���� Bounded second order uni�cation is decidable�

A minimal uni�er of a ZCUP S is a uni�er such that the sum of the sizes of
the ground terms�contexts assigned to the variables in the problem is minimal
with respect to all uni�ers of the problem� The exponent of periodicity �see also
�SSS�a
� of a uni�er � of S is the maximal number n such that for some variable
x �resp� X� occurring in the problem S� its value ��x� �resp� ��X�� contains a
non�empty subcontext of the form Cn� where C is a ground context�
Note that a uni�er ��� where ���x�����X�� respectively�� is a subterm�context

of the respective ��x����X�� always has an exponent of periodicity not greater
than that of ��

Lemma ���� There are constants c� d� such that for every uni�able Z�context
problem S the exponent of periodicity of a minimal uni�er of S is less than
c � �������d�N�� where N is the size of S�

Proof� Follows from �SSS�a
 using standard arguments� �

Given a ZCUP S� as input� the decision algorithm determines the existence
of a solution of S where the exponent of periodicity does not exceed the bound
E given in Lemma 	���

De�nition ���� A non�deterministic transformation rule T that transforms a
ZCUP S into other ZCUPs is called

� sound� if whenever S is transformed by T into S�� and S� is solvable� then
S is solvable�

� complete� i� the following holds� If S has a solution with exponent of period�
icity not greater than E� then T can transform S into a ZCUP S� that has
a solution with exponent of periodicity not greater than E�

In the following section we introduce four particular types of ZCUPs �types
����� where type � is trivially solvable �it is pre�uni�ed�� and a well�founded
measure � for ZCUPs�
The algorithm starts with an initial step where S� is transformed into a

ZCUP of type ���� In addition� we describe �non�deterministic� transformation
rules that transform ZCUPs of type ��� into ZCUPs of type ���� such that the
transformation is sound and complete� and if S is transformed into S�� then
��S�� � ��S� �see Lemmas ���� ��	� ���� ������
Since � is well�founded� and every problem of type ��� can be transformed�

it follows that the non�deterministic search terminates either with fail� or with a
problem of type �� Soundness and completeness imply that the input problem S�
has a solution i� some ZCUP of type � is reached� Theorem 	�� is an immediate
consequence�

�



�decomp�
f�s�� � � � � sn�

�
� f�t�� � � � � tn� � S

s�
�
� t� � � � � � sn

�
� tn � S

�repvv�
x

�
� y � S

S�
where y is a �rst order variable� S� is constructed

from S by replacing all occurrences of x by y�

�repvt�
x

�
� t � S

x
�
� t � S�

where t �� x is not a variable�

x
�
� t is part of a Z�cycle� and

S� is constructed from S by replacing all surface occurrences of x by t�

Table �� The decomposition rules

� Preparing De�nitions

In order to describe the main reduction techniques� the following notions play a
central role� Note that we use � � i mod� n � n�

De�nition ���� A position p in t is on the surface of t� i� there is no proper
pre�x p� of p such that tjp� is of the form Y �s�� The depth of a surface position
p is the length of p�

A variable x �a Z�context variable X� a function symbol f � respectively� oc�
curs on the surface of t� i� x �a term X�s� or f�t�� � � � � tn�� for some s or ti�
respectively� occurs on a surface position of t�

We use the notation t�s
 or t�X
 to indicate that t has a surface occurrence
of s� or X� respectively�

De�nition ���� Let S be a ZCUP� A Z�cycle is a sequence s�
�
� t�� � � � � sh

�
� th

of length h � � of equations from S� such that for all � � i � h� Either si is a
variable that occurs on the surface of ti�� mod� h� or si 	 Xi�� � ��� and Xi occurs
on the surface of ti�� mod� h� Moreover� there should be at least one term ti of
the form f�ti��� � � � � ti�n� and at least one term si of the form Xi�si���� A Z�cycle
is path�unique if for every � � i � h there is only one occurrence of xi �resp�
Xi� on the surface of t�i��� mod� h�

The length of a Z�cycle is the number of equations� If for some Z�cycle L�
there is no other Z�cycle in S with a smaller length� then we say L is a shortest
Z�cycle�

De�nition ���� The decomposition rules are de�ned in table �� Decomposition
fails� if there is an equation f�� � ��

�
� g�� � �� with f �� g �clash�� or if there is a

chain of equations x�
�
� t� 
 � � � 
 xn

�
� tn� such that for all i � �� � � � � n� ti is

not a variable� head�ti� is a function symbol in the signature� and xi occurs on

�



the surface of t�i��� mod� n� �occurs�check��
A ZCUP S is decomposed if no decomposition rule and no failure rule is appli�
cable�

We assume that failure rules have highest priority� In general the order of
application of the remaining rules is arbitrary�
In a decomposed uni�cation problem the Z�cycles of minimal length are in a

compressed form� i�e�� all equations in a shortest Z�cycle are of the formX�s�
�
� t�

De�nition ���� Let S be a decomposed uni�cation problem and L be a shortest
Z�cycle in S of the form s�

�
� t�� � � � � sh

�
� th� For each of the terms ti� � � i � h�

let Ci be the context determined as follows� Let ri be the smallest subterm of ti�
such that all surface occurrences of Xi�� from ti are also contained in ti� The
relevant context Ci of equation i is uniquely determined by ti � Ci�ri
�

Example ���� Let Xi�s�
�
� g�f�Xi���t��� Xi���t���� be part of a Z�cycle� then

the relevant context is Ci � g����

De�nition ��	� The lexicographic measure ��L� � ����L�� ���L�� ���L�� of a
Z�cycle L of a decomposed ZCUP S has the following three components�

�� The length h of L�
	� �� if L is non�path�unique� and �� if L is path�unique�

� � If L is non�path�unique� then the minimal main depth of a relevant con�

text Cj of L where tj contains at least two di�erent surface�occurrences
of X�j��� mod� h�

� If L is path�unique� then the number of indices � � i � h such that Ci

is not trivial�

De�nition ��
� The measure � on a ZCUP S is a lexicographic one with the
following components ��� ��� ���

�� The number of Z�context variables�
	� The minimal ��L� for all Z�cycles� If there is no Z�cycle� then ��

� The number of occurrences of function symbols in S on surface positions�

Lemma ���� The decomposition rules are sound� complete and terminate�
If S� is the result of exhaustingly decomposing S� then S has a Z�cycle implies

that S� has a Z�cycle� Moreover� the number of Z�context variables is unchanged�
and if S contains a Z�cycle� the the minimal �� is not increased�

Proof� It is easy to see that soundness and completeness holds� Termination
follows� since the following lexicographic measure is properly decreased in every
step� �� The number of �rst order variables on the surface� �� the size of S�
Since �repvt� can only be applied for equations x

�
� t in Z�cycles� it is clear

that if S contains a Z�cycle� then S� contains a Z�cycle� too�
The rules are not able to modify the number of Z�context variables� hence

�� is unchanged� The length of Z�cycles can only be shortened by �repvv� or
�repvt�� �

�



Note that the decomposition rules may turn a path�unique Z�cycle into a
non�path�unique one�
The following example shows that an uncontrolled variable replacement may

transform a system with a Z�cycle into a system without Z�cycles�

Example ���� The system x
�
� f�y�� y

�
� X�s��� X�s��

�
� f�x�� x

�
� f�a� has a

non�trivial Z�cycle� After instantiating it with x � f�a�� there is no Z�cycle
anymore� f�a�

�
� f�y�� y

�
� X�s��� X�s��

�
� f�f�a��� x

�
� f�a��

De�nition ����� A ZCUP S is called �at� i� the depth of all surface position
is � �� I�e�� all terms are of the following forms� x� a� f�x�� � � � � xn�� X�t��

The strategy for reducing a given ZCUP S depends on the question if S con�
tains a Z�cycle or not� For systems without Z�cycles� the termination arguments
become more transparent if we move to �at systems� Note that �repvt� is not
applicable to ZCUPs without any Z�cycles�

De�nition ����� �atten� Given a ZCUP without Z�cycles� proper surface
positions p are replaced as follows� The equation s��t
p

�
� s� is replaced by

s��x
p
�
� s�� x

�
� t� where t is not a variable� This is done until this replace�

ment is no longer applicable�

De�nition ����� standardization�A ZCUP is standardized as follows� First
use decomposition exhaustively� If the system does not have a Z�cycle after the
decomposition� then use atten exhaustively�

We now introduce the following four types of ZCUPs�

De�nition ����� A ZCUP S is of

� type � if S is standardized� at� does not have any Z�cycles� and if there is
no function symbol f on the surface of S�

� type � if S is standardized� at� does not have any Z�cycles� and if there
exists a function symbol f on the surface of S�

� type � if S is decomposed� contains a Z�cycle and if all ��minimal Z�cycles
are non�path�unique�

� type � if S is decomposed� contains a Z�cycle and if all ��minimal Z�cycles
are path�unique�

Lemma ����� Standardization is sound and complete� After standardization�
the system has one of the types ���� If S is the system before and S� the system
after standardization� then S has a Z�cycle i� S� has a Z�cycle� Moreover� the
measure ���� ��� is not increased�

Usually� decomposition and standardization are used in connection with other
operations� At the places where they are used the measure � will be properly
decreased for other reasons�
As described in the previous section� the decision procedure starts� given an

arbitrary ZCUP S� as input� with a initial step which consists only in standard�
ization�





� Main reduction

In this section we describe the reduction of ZCUPs of type ���� ZCUPs of type
� are always solvable by a substitution that replaces every Z�context variable by
K a and every �rst order variable x by a� hence no further treatment is required�

	�� Reduction of problems of type �

Let S denote a problem of type �� with set of variables VS � Let the relations ����
and ���� on VS be de�ned as follows� If x

�
� y � S� then x �� y� if x

�
� Y �s� � S�

then x �� Y � if X�s�
�
� Y �t� � S� then X �� Y � If x

�
� f�y�� � � � � yn� � S� then

x �� yi� and if X�s�
�
� f�y�� � � � � yn� � S� then X �� yi�

Let ��� denote the equivalence relation in VS generated by ����� Denote
the equivalence class of a variable x� �X� by �x
� or �X
�� respectively� For
equivalence classes D�� D� of VS	 � de�ne D���D� if there exist X i � Di such
that X � �� X �� Let ��� denote the transitive closure of ����� Note that the
relation ��� is an irre�exive partial order on VS	 �� if the problem is of type ��

De�nition 	��� Procedure Imitation� Let S be a ZCUP of type �� Let x
�
�

f�� � �� or X�s�
�
� f�� � �� be an equation of S where D �� �x
� �resp� D �� �X
��

is maximal wrt ���� Then select one of the following possibilities�

�� Select one Z�context variable X� � D and instantiate X� by Id or by K y
for some new �rst order variable y� Then standardize the system�

	� �a� For every variable y � D instantiate all occurrences of y by
f�y�� � � � � yn�� where yi are new variables� For every Z�context variable
Y � D select some index i and instantiate all occurrences of Y by
f�y�� � � � � yi��� Y �� yi��� � � � � yn�� where yj and Y � are new�

�b� Then standardize the system�

Lemma 	��� The imitation rule is sound and complete� If S is a uni�able prob�
lem of type �� then using imitation results in a ZCUP S�� such that ��S�� � ��S��

Proof� A ��maximal element with the required property exists� since there are
no Z�cycles� there is no occurs�check failure� and the ZCUP is not of type ��
For completeness note that the exponent of periodicity of a given uni�er is
not increased after adapting it to the new problem� The measure is properly
decreased if a Z�context variable is eliminated� In the second case of the rule�
after instantiation and decomposition� the number of surface occurrences of the
function symbol f is strictly reduced� which is easy to see� since S is �at� If a
Z�cycle is introduced� then the second component of the measure is decreased�
�

	�� Reduction of problems of type �

Let S denote a problem of type �� Recall that S is decomposed and has a ��
minimal Z�cycle L that is non�path�unique� We may assume that L has the form
X��s��

�
� t�� � � � � Xh�sh�

�
� th�

As in Section �� Ci denotes the relevant subcontext of ti for X�i��� mod� h�

�



De�nition 	��� Procedure solve�ambiguous�Z�cycle�� The input is the
ZCUP S of type � with a ��minimal Z�cycle L as described above� Select one of
the following possibilities�

�� Select one of the variables Xi� for some � � i � h� and instantiate Xi either
with Id or with K x where x is new� Then standardize the resulting ZCUP�

	� Let Xj�sj�
�
� tj be an equation in L such that Xj�� occurs at least twice

on the surface of tj � f�tj��� � � � � tj�m� and the main depth of the relevant
context Cj is chosen minimal in L� Now apply the following steps�
�a� Select an index r � f�� � � � �mg� In the special situation where h � �� the

selection of r is subject to the following condition� all surface occurrences
of X� in f�t���� � � � � t��m� have to be in t��r� If this is not possible since
C� is trivial� then stop with fail�

�b� Instantiate Xj by f�x�� � � � � xr��� X
�

j���� xr��� � � � � xm�� where xi and X�

j

are fresh�
�c� Apply rule �decomp� to the equation that is obtained from the equation

Xj�sj�
�
� tj by step �	b��

�d� Apply �repvv� or �repvt� to the new equations xi
�
� tj�i �� � i � m� i �� r�

that are obtained from the previous step�
�e� Then standardize the resulting ZCUP�

Note that the steps ����c� and ����d� are necessary to control the decompo�
sition to assure in the case where there is a Z�cycle of length � �� that after
application of the rule� there is a shorter Z�cycle�

Lemma 	��� Let S be as above� Application of the procedure �solve�ambiguous�
Z�cycle� is sound and complete� its output is a ZCUP S� of type ���� and ��S�� �
��S��

Proof� See Appendix A���

	�� Reduction of problems of type �

Now we consider the case where S is decomposed� contains a Z�cycle� and where
each ��minimal Z�cycle is path�unique� Let L denote a ��minimal Z�cycle of S� L
can be represented in the form X��s��

�
� C��X��t���� � � � � Xh�sh�

�
� Ch�X��th���

We �rst describe the reduction in the situation where L contains at least two
non�trivial contexts Cj and Cj� � In particular we have h � �� We consider the
following sub�procedure� which can be applied to a system only through the
procedure �shu�e���

De�nition 	��� Subprocedure shu�e� Let L be a ��minimal path�unique
Z�cycle of length h � �� Let j be an index such that Cj is not trivial� Select one
of the following possibilities�

�� Select some i and replace Xi by Id or by K x� where x is new� Then stan�
dardize the resulting ZCUP�

��



	� Let Cj�tj� have the form f�tj��� � � � � tj�k��� tj�k�Xj��
� tj�k��� � � � � tj�m��

�a� Select an index � � r � m�
�b� Instantiate Xj by f�x�� � � � � xr��� X �

j���� xr��� � � � � xm�� where the xi� X�
j

are new�
�c� Apply �decomp� to the instantiation instance of equation j of L�
�d� Apply �repvt� or �repvv� to all equations added by the last step�
�e� Then standardize the resulting ZCUP�

Lemma 	�	� The rule �shu�e� is sound and complete

Lemma 	�
� Let S be a ZCOUP and L be a path�unique� ��minimal Z�cycle
of length h � �� Let S� be obtained from S by an application of the procedure
�shu�e�� Either we have ��S�� � ��S�� or S� is decomposed� contains the same
number of Z�context variables� and contains a path�unique Z�cycle L� of length h
such that the relevant contexts C�

�� � � � � C
�

h have main depths corresponding to the
contexts C�� � � � � Ch of L up to positions j and j��� We have jC�

j��j � jCj��j��
and jC�

jj � jCjj � ��

Proof� See Appendix A���

De�nition 	��� Procedure shu�e�� Let L be a ��minimal path�unique Z�
cycle of length h with at least two non�trivial relevant contexts Cj and Cj�� Let k
be the number of non�trivial relevant contexts in L� Let �� be � before �shu�e��
starts�

Then iterate �shu�e� as follows�

�� First select an index j in the Z�cycle� such that Cj is non�trivial�
	� Apply �shu�e� for index j�

� If � is strictly smaller than ��� then stop�
�� Otherwise� let L� be the Z�cycle obtained from L� If C�

j is nontrivial� then go
to 	 using the same index�
If C�

j is trivial� then go to 	 using the index j � � mod� h�

Note that � may be temporarily increased by a step within �shu�e��� if there
are no relevant contexts with neighbouring indices� The goal of �shu�e�� is to
decrease the number of relevant contexts in the smallest Z�cycle�

Lemma 	��� Let S be a problem of type � that contains a ��minimal� path�
unique Z�cycle L of length h with at least two non�trivial relevant contexts Cj�
Cj�� Then applying shu�e� is sound� complete� terminates and results in a ZCUP
S� of type ��� such that ��S�� � ��S��

Proof� Obviously we may reach� by an iterated application of the procedure
�shu�e�� a system S� that contains less Z�context variables� a smaller ��minimal
Z�cycle� or a ��minimal path�unique Z�cycle of the same length where the
number of non�trivial context Cj is strictly reduced� �

��



Finally we describe the reduction of problems L of type � in the sit�
uation where the ��minimal path�unique Z�cycle L contains just one non�
trivial relevant context Cj� We may assume that j � h and L has the form
X��s��

�
� X��t��� � � � � Xh���sh���

�
� Xh�th���� Xh�sh�

�
� Ch�X��th��� where Ch

is nontrivial�
In order to avoid instantiating a Z�context variable Xi by a context that

contains Xi� the following construction is de�ned�
Let C be a context� The skeleton context B of C is constructed as follows� If
C � f�t�� � � � � ti��� C

�� ti��� � � � � tm�� then B � f�x�� � � � � xi��� B
�� xi��� � � � � xm��

where B� is the skeleton context of C� and the variables xi are fresh ones� For
the empty context� the skeleton is the empty context� For example� the skeleton
context of f�g�a� b�� g�b� ��
� c�� is f�x� g�y� ��
� z���

De�nition 	���� Procedure solve�compressed�cycle� Input is a ZCUP of
type 
� such that a ��minimal path�unique Z�cycle L has exactly one non�trivial
relevant context Ch� Select one of the following possibilities�

�� Select some Z�context variable Xi and replace Xi by Id or by K x� where x
is new� Then standardize the resulting ZCUP�

	� Construct the skeleton context Bh from Ch� Select some e � E and some
�possibly trivial� pre�x C of Bh� i�e� Bh � CC� for some C�� Replace each
Xi either by Be

hC�X
�

i�� or by B
e
hC� where X

�

i is new� For at least one index
i� the second case should be selected� Then standardize the resulting ZCUP�


� This selection is only applicable if h � �� Construct the skeleton context Bh

from Ch�
�a� Select e � E and some �possibly trivial� pre�x C of Bh� such that Bh �

CC� and C� has a top level function symbol f of arity n � ��
�b� Select for every j with � � j � h an index kj and replace Xj by

Be
hCf�xj��� � � � � xj�kj��� X

�

j���� xj�kj��� � � � � xj�n� with new variables� At
least one index kj should be di�erent from the direction of the hole in
Bh�

�c� Decompose the equations obtained from the equations of L by instantia�
tion�

�d� Apply �repvt� or �repvv� to the equations obtained from �c��
�e� Then standardize the resulting ZCUP�

Lemma 	���� The procedure �solve�compressed�cycle� is sound� complete and
either strictly reduces the measure �� or the resulting ZCUP leads to failure by
occur�check�

Proof� see Appendix A��

Example ���	� We demonstrate the algorithm for the equation

X�Y �a��
�
� f�Z�X�b��� X�c��

The main part of �solve�compressed�cycle� instantiates X by f�x� ��e� This gives
for e � ��

f�x� f�x� �Y �a����
�
� f�Z��f�x� ��e��b��� �f�x� f�x� c����

��



Decomposition yields�

x
�
� Z��f�x� ��e��b��� Y �a�

�
� f�x� c�

Now there are two possibilities for the second equation� We choose Y �� f�Y �� c��
This results in�

x
�
� Z��f�x� ��e��b��� Y ��a�

�
� x

Now the system is of type �� and hence uni�able by constant term functions�

Example ���
� For instance� consider the following �connected� Z�cycles�

X��t��
�
� X��s��

X��t��
�
� f�X��s��� X��s���

X��t��
�
� X��s��

Then there are two shortest Z�cycles� The algorithm will select one of them�
say the X�� X��cycle� and apply �solve�compressed�cycle�� We demonstrate the
nontrivial possibilities�

�� Instantiation deviating from the cycle�

X� � f�x�� X
�

������ X� � f�x�� X
�

�����

Result�
x�

�
� x�

X�
��t��

�
� X�

��s��
x�

�
� f�x�� X

�
��s���

X �

��t��
�
� X��s��

� � �

After �repvt��applications this results in a occurs�check�
�� Another Instantiation deviating from the cycle�

X� � f�X�

����� x��� X� � f�x�� X
�

�����

Result�
X�

��t��
�
� x�

x�
�
� X�

��s��
x�

�
� f�X�

��s��� x��
X�

��t��
�
� X��s��

� � �

After one �repvt�� this gives the shorter Z�cycle�

X �

��t��
�
� f�X�

��s��� x��

�� Instantiations following the cycle would usually result in CMSOUPS that
are not smaller w�r�t�� ��

X� � f�X�

����� x��� X� � f�X�

����� x��

��



Result�
X�

��t��
�
� X�

��s��
x�

�
� x�

X�
��t��

�
� f�X�

��s��� x��
x�

�
� X��s��

� � �

However� the rule �solve�compressed�cycle� permits in this case only instan�
tiations that either strictly decrease the number of Z�cycles� or instantiations
that simulate a limited number of instanting around the Z�cycle and then
deviating� which results in failure or a shorter Z�cycle�

	 Bounded Second Order Uni�cation is NP�hard

Given an instance of the ��IN���SAT problem p��i���p��i���p��i���� i � �� � � � � n�
where pj are the propositional variables� we construct the following bounded
second order uni�cation problem�
Let X��i�j�� i � �� � � � � n� j � �� �� � be Z�context variables� let g be a unary

function symbol and a be a constant� The equations are Xj�g�a��
�
� g�Xj�a��

for every Z�context variable Xj � and X��i����X��i����X��i����a���
�
� g�a� for i �

�� � � � � n� The translation of truth is as follows� pj is true if the uni�er instantiates
Xj by g���� and false otherwise�
The �rst equation implies that the uni�ers perform the instantiations Xj �

gmj ���� The second equation implies thatmj � f�� �g� Moreover� the second equa�
tion implies that for every i exactly one of the variables X��i���� X��i���� X��i���

is instantiated by g���� Now it is easy to verify that the ��IN���SAT problem is
solvable i� the constructed Z�context uni�cation problem has a uni�er�

Theorem 
��� Bounded second order uni�cation is NP�hard�

For monadic second order uni�cation �MSOU� which is second order uni�ca�
tion where the signature has only monadic function symbols the same encoding
can be used� hence the following is immediate�

Corollary 
��� Monadic second order uni�cation is NP�hard�


 Monadic SOU is in �
p

�

Monadic SOU is second order uni�cation where the signature is restricted to
symbols of order � or �� This immediately implies that monadic SOU�problems
are also bounded second order uni�cation problem� in particular Z�context uni�
�cation problems� since there could be at most one hole in the instantiating
expressions�
In this section we show that monadic SOU is in �p

� � This is achieved by
carefully modifying the procedure for bounded SOU by exploiting sharing and
a compression technique for terms� Thus the exponential notational length of
words of the form wn can be avoided�

�	



��� Uni�cation Algorithm for Monadic SOU MSOU�

It is obvious that the following non�deterministic step to remove the �rst order
variables is sound� complete and e cient�

De�nition ���� Initial step removing all �rst order variables�

Replace all �rst order variables x by X�a�� where X is a fresh Z�context
variable and a is some constant occurring in the problem�

A m�wordmay be� f j X j w�w� j �power w n� j �prefix n w� j �suffix n w��
where w�w�� w� are m�words� f a unary function symbol from the signature� and
n is a number�
A term is an expression of the form w�a�� where w is an m�word� and a is a
constant from the signature�
Thus every equation in a monadic second order uni�cation problem

�MSOUP� has the form w��s��
�
� w��s��� where wi are m�words� and si are

constants�
Note that it is not possible to remove the constants� since the Z�context variables
may also be instantiated by a constant term function�
The datastructure for the compressed MSOU problem �CMSOUP� consists of�

�� term equations t�
�
� t�� also called active equations�

�� sharing equations of the form U �� w� where U is a Z�context variable� and
�� m�word equations w� � w��

A substitution � is a uni�er of S� i� ��s� � ��t� for all kinds of equations in S�
We omit the pre�x and su x S� if the CMSOUP S is clear from the context�
Given a CMSOUP S� and an m�word w� the expanded word expand�w� has its
obvious de�nition using power� su x� pre�x� and replacement using the sharing
equations�
If for an m�word w in S� expand�w� is ground� then w is called a ground m�word�
Non�ground Z�context variables are called unsolved�
A CMSOUP S should ful�ll the following�

i�� There is no cycle in the sharing equations�
ii�� If w� � w� is a m�word equation� then w�� w� are ground m�words�
iii�� In a sharing equation� the right hand side w should be a ground m�word�

These conditions are always satis�ed by the CMSOUPs generated in the algo�
rithm �����

De�nition ���� Given a CMSOUP S and a ground m�word w� two algorithms
are de�ned�

� The length of a ground m�word w� This algorithm has to memorize the
already computed lengths of ground second order variables also during the
computation� for example by labeling the datastructure� or by a table�

��



� Extraction �extract� of the function symbol at index i in a ground word�
We assume for simplicity that � � i � length�w��

extract��� f� � f
extract�i� w�w�� � extract�i� w�� if length�w�� � i
extract�i� w�w�� � extract�i� length�w��� w�� if length�w�� � i
extract�i� wn� � extract�i mod� �length�w��� w�
extract�i� suffix n w� � extract�i� n�w�
extract�i� prefix n w� � extract�i� w�

Now we can de�ne the specialized uni�cation algorithm for CMSOUP� Since
we have to maximize sharing� the �repvt��rule is not permitted� Z�cycles are
de�ned as for ZCUPs� but only active equations are considered� and the sharing
variables are considered as ground�
There are three di�erent types of problems� ������

� Type �� Every term in an active equation starts with an unsolved Z�context
variable�

� Type �� There is no Z�cycle in S� and S is not of type ��
� Type �� There is a Z�cycle in S�

Type � is not possible� since there are no function symbols f with ar�f� � ��
Since sharing equations are only formed for ground Z�contexts� every m�word wi

in an active equation can be separated �in linear time� into a ground pre�x wi��

and an m�word ri�� that is either empty or starts with an unsolved Z�context
variable� In the following rules we assume this separation wr for every term in
active equations�

De�nition ���� Let the input CMSOUP S be of type � or �� The adapted rules
are as follows�

� �MSOU�decomposition� The input is w�r��a��
�
� w�r��a��� Compute ni �

length�wi�� i � �� �� We may assume that � � n� � n��
If n� � n�� then replace the input equation by
r��a��

�
� �suffix n� w��r��a��� w� � �prefix n� w���

If n� � n�� then replace the input equation by
r��a��

�
� r��a��� w� � w��

� �MSOU�cc�decomposition� The input is a
�
� a� where a is a constant� Remove

this equation�
� �MSOU�guess�trivial� Let X be an unsolved Z�context variable� Then select

one of the following two possibilities�
� �MSOU�guess�trivial�Id� Replace X by Id� i�e� remove X from the CM�
SOUP�

� �MSOU�guess�trivial�Const� This selection is only possible� if X was not
generated by a previous �MSOU�guess�trivial�Const��
Replace X by K �X��a�� where X� is a new Z�context variable and a some
�rst order constant� I�e�� replace every m�word wXw��a�� by wX��a��
where w is assumed to not contain X�

��



� �MSOU�instantiate� Let ��� be the relations de�ned in ��� on unsolved
Z�context variables active equations� Let S be Z�cycle free and D be a ��
equivalence class maximal wrt ��
Select an equivalence class D� let Xjiti�si���

�
� wiri�si���� i � �� � � � � n be all

the equations with Xji � D� such that there is at least one equationwith a
non�trivial wi�
Then compute nk � length�wk� and select the shortest wk among the non�
trivial ones�
Let I � fi j � � i � n� ni � �g and let Zi be new context variables�
Add the sharing equations Zi �� wi� i � I and the m�word equations
Zk � �prefix nk Zi�� i � I�
Replace all Xi � D at non�surface positions by ZkX

�

i� where X�

i is
new� Replace the equations Xji ti�si���

�
� wiri�si��� by X�

ji
ti�si���

�
�

�suffix nk Zi�ri�si��� for all i with ni � nk� and by X�

ji
ti�si���

�
� ri�si���

for all i with ni � nk�
� �MSOU�Z�cycle� Select a Z�cycle of minimal length h� Every equation in

the Z�cycle is of the form Xiti���si��� � wiXi�� mod� hti���si���� i � �� � � � � h�
Compute ni � length�wi� and let I � fi j � � i � n� ni � �g�
�� Select � � j � h�
	� For all i � I� add equations Zi �� wi and replace the pre�xes wi in the

the Z�cycle equations by Zi�

� Let wz be the m�word Z� � � �Zn� where only for the indices in I� a Zi

is in wz� Select a number n � E� and a number m �
P
�ni� and add

X� �� �power wz n��prefix m wz��
� failure rules� If there is an active equation of the form a

�
� b or a

�
� f�� � ���

where a �� b� then fail�

Remark ����

� Note that the equation a
�
� X�b� is recognized as solvable by a step �MSOU�

guess�trivial�Const�� followed by �MSOU�guess�trivial�Id��
� Since �rst order variables are removed� the occurs�check appears in a di�erent
form� For example in the equation f�X�a��

�
� X�a�� This is transformed

using �MSOU�Z�cycle�� and subsequent �MSOU�decomposition�� The failure
is detected if the equation f�� � ��

�
� a is present�

De�nition ���� �MSOU��nal� If the CMSOUP S is of type �� i�e�� every
term in an active equation is of the form X�� � ��� where X is unsolved� then
check the word equations� If they hold� then a uni�er is found� otherwise fail�

��� Correctness and Complexity of the uni�cation algorithm
CMSOU�

Soundness and Completeness of the algorithm follows from the results in section
��

Lemma ��	� Let N be the size of the CMSOUP S� Then length and extract

can be computed in polynomial time depending on N �

��



Proof� Follows from Lemma 	�� and an analysis of the algorithm length� �

Now let!s count the maximal number of steps of the CMSOU�uni�cation
algorithm�The �rst observations are that the number of active equations is never
increased� that the number of unsolved Z�context variables is not increased� and
that the number of occurrences of unsolved Z�context variables is not increased�

Let N� be the initial size of the problem and let NZ � N� be the initial
number of Z�context variables� N denotes the current size of S�

The rule �MSOU�Z�cycle� can be applied at most NZ times� since in every
step� the number of unsolved Z�context variables is strictly decreased� The rule
can be applied in polynomial time� The size�increase depends only on the number
of active equations� and the computed numbers m�n� hence this polynomial� The
numbers m�n can be represented in linear space�

The number of �MSOU�guess�trivial� steps is at most N �

The number of �MSOU�instantiate��steps without intermediate �MSOU�Z�
cycle� is at most NZ � since the number of unsolved Z�context variables not in a
maximal ��equivalence class is properly decreased�

We have to estimate the size�increase� The size�increase resulting from adding
non�active equations is polynomial in the number of active equations� The size�
increase resulting from the replacement of Xi is polynomial in the number of
occurrences of unsolved Z�contet variables� which is not increased� The numbers
resulting from computing lengths can be represented in linear space�

The problem S is solved after applying �MSOU��nal�� The check for equal
ground m�words is in co�NP � since we can guess a word equation and an index
in the two words� which point to di�erent symbols� The representation of the
number is linear in the size of the �nal problem� since the exponents are all
representable as numbers in linear space �see Lemma 	�� and �SSS�a
�� The
extraction of the function symbol at this position can be done in polynomial
time �Lemma ����

The �rst part of the algorithm is non�deterministic and can be performed in
polynomial time� the last part is a universal check that can be done in polynomial
time� too� Hence�

Theorem ��
� Monadic SOU is in �p
� �

� Conclusion

This paper shows that restricting the number of holes in instantiations of second
order variables makes second order uni�cation decidable� This result is consistent
with the hypothesis that context uni�cation is decidable� However� the methods
and the results seem not helpful in solving the context uni�cation problem�
The procedure could be adapted to transform context uni�cation problems into
a type�� form� but there is no decision method known for context uni�cation
problems of type ��

�



Unfortunately� the decision algorithm is rather complex� it requires at least
exponential space� since the procedure �solve�compressed�cycle� may generate
an exponential number of copies of a context�
We have given an upper bound �p

� on the complexity of the specialization
MSOU� An estimation of the complexity of BSOU is left as future work�
Comparing the upper bound �p

� of monadic SOU with the recently obtained
upper bounds NEXPTIME �Pla��a
 and even PSPACE �Pla��b
 for the word
uni�cation problem� this is a hint that monadic SOU is an easier problem than
word uni�cation� Since monadic SOU is to Z�context uni�cation as word uni�
�cation to context uni�cation� this is also a hint that bounded second order
uni�cation may be an easier problem than context uni�cation�
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Appendix

This appendix contains proofs of soundness� completeness and termination
in terms of � of the main reduction rules�

A�� Proof of Lemma 	��

Clearly the output problem is of type ����
To verify completeness� let � be a uni�er of S� If ��Xi� is the identity or a

constant term function� for some � � i � h� then use selection �� Let us now
assume that none of the expressions ��Xi� is the identity or a constant term
function �� � i � h��
First assume that h � �� Let r denote the �rst index of the path of ��X�� to

the hole� Obviously r represents a possible choice in selection � above� and the
system S� that is reached after instantiation and decomposition has a solution
�� with exponent of periodicity � E�
Now consider the special situation where h � �� Note that ��X�� is assumed

to be non�trivial� Here L has the form X��s��
�
� f�t���� � � � � t��m��X�
� We claim

that all surface occurrences of X� in f�t���� � � � � t��m� are in the unique subterm
t��r where the index r is given by the �rst index of the path of ��X�� to the
hole� In fact� assume that there exists an index � � k � m� k �� r such that
t��k has a surface occurrence of X�� The de�nition of r and the form of L show
that ��t��k� is a proper subterm of ��X��� On the other hand� ��t��k� contains
an occurrence of ��X��� This is a contradiction� We have seen that the index
r represents a �the only� possible selection� Obviously the system S� that is
reached after instantiation and decomposition has a solution �� with exponent
of periodicity � E�
Let us now verify ��S�� � ��S�� This is obvious if the �rst selection is used

since the number of Z�context variables is properly reduced�
Now assume that the second selection has been chosen� Note that length�

minimality implies that the Z�cycle contains only the explicitly indicated surface
occurrences of Xi� First consider the case where h � �� Then L contains a
subsequence

Xj���sj���
�
� tj���Xj
�

Xj�sj�
�
� f�tj��� � � � � tj�m��Xj��
�

Xj���sj���
�
� tj��

where Xj�� has at least two surface occurrences in tj � f�tj��� � � � � tj�m� �the
�rst and the third equation may be identical�� Instantiation �b� leads to the
equations

Xj���s
�

j���
�
� t�j���f�x�� � � � � xr��� X

�

j���� xr��� � � � � xm�
�

f�x�� � � � � xr��� X
�

j�s
�

j�� xr��� � � � � xm�
�
� f�t�j��� � � � � t

�

j�m��Xj��
�

Xj���s
�

j���
�
� t�j��
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�where terms t� are obtained from t by instantiation�� Application of rule �de�
comp� in Step �c� yields

Xj���s
�

j���
�
� t�j���f�x�� � � � � xr��� X

�

j���� xr��� � � � � xm�
�

X�

j�s
�

j�
�
� t�j�r�

Xj���s
�

j���
�
� t�j��

plus the equations xi
�
� t�j�i for i �� r� Application of �repvt� or �repvv� in Step

�d� leads to the problem S� with the three equations

Xj���s
�

j���
�
� t�j���f�t

�

j��� � � � � t
�

j�r��� X
�

j���� t
�

j�r��� � � � � t
�

j�m�
�

X�

j�s
�

j�
�
� t�j�r�

Xj���s
�

j���
�
� t�j��

First assume that there is at least one index k �� r such that tj�k has a surface
occurrence of Xj��� Since Xj�� �� Xj also t�j�k has a surface occurrence of Xj���
This shows that the equations

Xj���s
�

j���
�
� t�j���f�t

�

j��� � � � � t
�

j�r��� X
�

j���� t
�

j�r��� � � � � t
�

j�m�
�

Xj���s
�

j���
�
� t�j���

together with the images of the equations of L with indices �� fj� j � �� j � �g
represent a Z�cycle L� of length h � �� Note that the conditions for a Z�cycle
are satis�ed� since t�j���f�t

�

j��� � � � � t
�

j�r��� X
�

j���� t
�

j�r��� � � � � t
�

j�m�
 contains at least
one function symbol at the top� When we now fully decompose� we may assume
that no failure rule is applied� Decomposition does not increase the ��measure
of the Z�cycle� and the resulting system S�� contains a Z�cycle L�� such that
��L��� � ��L�� � ��L�� which shows that ��S��� � ��S��
In the other case� tj�r � and hence t�j�r � contains at least two surface occur�

rence of Xj��� The three equations above can be combined with the images of
the equations of L with indices �� fj� j � �� j � �g to a new Z�cycle L�� When
moving from L to L�� the main depth of the relevant context of equation j is
decreased� Since t�j�r contains at least two surface occurrence of Xj�� the new
Z�cycle L� is non�path�unique and this main depth is relevant for the ��measure�
It follows that ��L�� � ��L�� As in the previous case it follows now that a

system S�� is reached such that ��S��� � ��S��
Consider the special situation where h � �� Here L has the form

X��s��
�
� f�t���� � � � � t��m��X�
� There are at least two surface occur�

rences of X� in t� � f�t���� � � � � t��m�� and all these surface occurrences
are in t��r� Instantiation �b� yields f�x�� � � � � xr��� X

�
��s

�
��� xr��� � � � � xm�

�
�

f�t����� � � � � t
�
��m��f�x�� � � � � xr��� X

�
�� xr��� � � � � xm�
� Step �c� yields the new Z�

cycle L� with the equation X�
��s

�
��

�
� t���r� The main depth of the relevant con�

text of L� is smaller than the main depth of the relevant context for L� Hence
��L�� � ��L�� As in the previous cases we see that after Step �d� a problem S��

is reached such that ��S��� � ��S�� �
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A�� Proof of Lemma 	�


If we use selection �� then the number of Z�context variables is decreased� Assume
now that we choose selection ��
First consider the case where r �� k� Let the equations with indices j��� j� j��

of L have the form

Xj���sj���
�
� Cj���Xj�tj�����

Xj�sj�
�
� f�tj��� � � � � tj�k��� tj�k�Xj��
� tj�k��� � � � � tj�m��

Xj���sj���
�
� t

Note that path�uniqueness and length�minimality imply that the Z�cycle contains
only the explicitly indicated surface occurrences of Xi� Instantiation �b� leads to

Xj���s
�

j���
�
� C�

j���f�x�� � � � � xr��� X
�

j�t
�

j���� xr��� � � � � xm���

f�x�� � � � � xr��� X
�

j�s
�

j�� xr��� � � � � xm�
�
� f�t�j��� � � � � t

�

j�k��� t
�

j�k�Xj��
� t
�

j�k��� � � � � t
�

j�m��

Xj���s
�

j���
�
� t�

Decomposition �c� and replacement steps �d� lead to a system with a Z�cycle L�

of length h� � with the equations

Xj���s
�

j���
�
� C�

j���f�t
�

j��� � � � � X
�

j�t
�

j���� � � � � t
�

j�k�Xj��
� � � � � t
�

j�m���

Xj���s
�

j���
�
� t�

After decomposition we still have a path�unique Z�cycle of length h � � in the
system S� that is reached� Hence ��S�� � ��S��
Now consider the selection r � k� In this case� instantiation �b� leads to

Xj���s
�

j���
�
� C�

j���f�x�� � � � � xk��� X
�

j�t
�

j���� xk��� � � � � xm���

f�x�� � � � � xk��� X
�

j�s
�

j�� xk��� � � � � xm�
�
� f�t�j��� � � � � t

�

j�k��� t
�

j�k�Xj��
� t
�

j�k��� � � � � t
�

j�m��

Xj���s
�

j���
�
� t�

Decomposition �c� and replacement steps �d� lead to a system with a variant L�

of the Z�cycle L� of length h� where the equations with indices j��� j� j�� have
the form

Xj���s
�

j���
�
� C�

j���f�� � � � X
�

j�t
�

j���� � � ����

X �

j�s
�

j�
�
� t�j�k�Xj��
�

Xj���s
�

j���
�
� t�

The new Z�cycle L� is path�unique� and it is easy to see that it satis�es the
properties mentioned in the lemma��

A�� Proof of Lemma 	���

Soundness is obvious�
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For completeness let � be a uni�er of S with an exponent of periodicity that
is not greater than E� If � instantiates some Z�context variable in the Z�cycle L
as Id or by a constant function� then use selection ��
Otherwise� let C� be the common pre�x of the instantiations ��Xj�� j �

�� � � � � h� and of ��Ch�
E � If there is some Xj � such that ��Xj� � C�� then the

second case can be selected� since C� is a pre�x of ��Ch�
E � Note that for an

extension �� �on new variables� of �� ���Bh� � ��Ch��
The remaining case is that C� is a proper pre�x of all ��Xj ��

First we show that this is not possible for h � �� Assume otherwise� Let C� �
C��C��� such that ��Ce

�C�� � C�� Let k be an index not in the direction of
the hole of C��C��� Then ��X�� � ��C��e��C���f�r�� � � � � rk��
� � � � � rn�� and the
equation X��s��

�
� C��X��t��� after instantiation looks like

��C��
e��C���f�r�� � � � � rk���s��
� � � � � rn� � ��C����C��

e��C���f�r�� � � � � rk���s��
� � � � � rn�

This implies that the following equation holds�

f�r�� � � � � rk���s��
� � � � � rn� � ��C��C���f�r�� � � � � rk���s��
� � � � � rn�

Let ��C��C��� � f�a�� � � � � aj��
� � � �� an�� where j �� k by assumption� Then by
decomposition� we get that rj is a superterm of aj �f�r�� � � � � rk���s��
� � � � � rn�
�
which is impossible�
Now we can assume that h � �� There is a non�unary function symbol f � such

that ��Xj � � C�Dj � and f is the top level function symbol of Dj � j � �� � � � � h�
Then the third part can be selected� where in �b� we choose kj to be the �rst
number of the path to the hole of Dj � Obviously� at least one kj is di�erent from
the direction of the hole of Ch� The exponent of periodicity of a new constructed
uni�er is not greater than E�
The measure � is strictly decreased�
This is obvious in the �rst two cases� since the number of Z�context variables

is strictly decreased� If selection � is used we show that either the number of Z�
context variables is reduced or a new Z�cycle is generated whose length is strictly
shorter than h� Note that we can assume that h � �� Moreover� note that the
contexts Bh� C� C

� do not contain the Z�context variables Xi�
L has the form

X��s��
�
� X��t��� � � � � Xh�sh�

�
� Ch�X��th���

Instantiation �b� yields the equations

Be
hCf�x���� � � � � X

�

��s
�

��� �z �
k�

� � � � � x��n�
�
� Be

hCf�x���� � � � � X
�

��t
�

��� �z �
k�

� � � � � x��n�

� � �
�
� � � �

Be
hCf�xh��� � � � � X

�

h�s
�

h�� �z �
kh

� � � � � xh�n�
�
� ChB

e
hCf�x���� � � � � X

�

��t
�

h�� �z �
k�

� � � � � x��n�

�	



Decomposition of equations yields �among others� the equations�

f�x���� � � � � X
�

��s
�

��� �z �
k�

� � � � � x��n�
�
� f�x���� � � � � X

�

��t
�

��� �z �
k�

� � � � � x��n�

� � �
�
� � � �

f�xh��� � � � � X
�

h�s
�

h�� �z �
kh

� � � � � xh�n�
�
� C�Cf�x���� � � � � X

�

��t
�

h�� �z �
k�

� � � � � x��n�

Let k be the �rst number of the main path of C�� Then consider all the
equations that result from decomposition of the equations� where only the result
at index k is considered� Let C�� be the su x of C�C in direction k� The following
pairs of equations can result� Every equation for � � j � h is of the form

s��j���k
�
� t��j���k

s��j�k
�
� t��j�k�

where either t��j���k 	 s��j�k 	 xj�k� or t��j���k 	 X�

j�t
�

j���� s
��

j�k 	 X �

j�s
�

j��
The equation for the index h has two possibilities� either

xh�k
�
� C���f�x���� � � � � X

�

��t
�

h�� �z �
k�

� � � � � x��n��

or
X �

h�s
�

h�
�
� C���f�x���� � � � � X

�

��t
�

h�� �z �
k�

� � � � � x��n��

There are two possibilities� Either there are only variable equations� In this
case there is a fail due to occurs�check for the equations at index k�
The other case is that there is at least one equation with X�

j�� � ��� Then at
index k� the chain of equations is a Z�cycle of length h� Moreover� there is at
least one variable in the chain� since there is some j� such that kj �� k� Using
�repvt�� this results in a Z�cycle of length � h� ��
�
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